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MOVEMENTS IN HISTORY – 1940s
A Question of Loyalty in Time of War

No-No Boys Stand Up for Justice

“Well, if they want to know, I said ‘no’ and I’m going to stick to ‘no.’ If they want to
segregate me they can do it. If they want to take my citizenship away, they can do it. If
this country doesn’t want me they can throw me out. What do they know about loyalty?
What business do they have asking me questions like that?”

And those were questions #27 and #28 on the “loyalty questionnaire” distributed by the
War Relocation Authority (WRA) to everyone 17 years of age or older who lived in any of
the 10 “relocation centers.”

o Question #27: Are you wiling to serve in the armed forces of the United States on
combat duty, wherever ordered?

o Question #28: Will you swear unqualified allegiance to the United States of America
and faithfully defend the United States from any and all attack by foreign or domestic
forces, and forswear any form of allegiance to the Japanese Emperor or any other
foreign government, power, or organization?

From 1942 to 1946, these “camps” were home to 120,000 people of Japanese descent –
two thirds of whom were US citizens, and the rest were permanent residents—during World
War II. Government officials decided that a “yes” response to question #28 indicated loyalty
and a “no” response, disloyalty. Over 4,000 refused to answer the questions or gave 
negative or qualified answers. These “No-No Boys” and others who dared question their
internment were placed at the Tule Lake Segregation Center in northern California.

At Tule Lake, the Army brought in an entire battalion and prominently displayed tanks to
guard the perimeter. Two incidents took place in October 1943 which fueled organizing and
opposition in the camp. On October 13, a fire truck overturned, seriously wounding 3
internees. Two days later, a farm truck carrying 29 workers also overturned, seriously
injuring five who were pinned under the vehicle; one of the injured soon died. As news of
the accident spread in the camp, all 800 workers on Tule Lake’s 2900-acre farm—which 
grew produce to supply the camp and the military—decided to stop working until the
authorities agreed to guarantee the workers’ safety and compensated the injured workers
and family of the dead man adequately.

On Nov. 1, 1943, the Temporary Tule Lake Japanese Committee mobilized more than 5,000
men, women and children to surround the administration building for three hours, trapping
WRA Director Dillon S. Myer inside until he heard their grievances. Their demands included:
increase food allotment from $.27 to $.45 per day per person; establish an evacuee
governing body; re-hire terminated farm workers with back-pay; and resignation of all staff 
“who harbor feeling of racial superiority.” The WRA dec ided to pay “bereavement benefits”
to the family of the dead farm worker. On November 14, the Secretary of War declared
martial law in Tule Lake—arresting 350 internees, and relocating 1,200 others. This
effectively stopped the Tule Lake resistance.

It wasn’t until more than four decades later than an official recognition of wrongdoing came
from the US Government. The Redress and Reparations movement, spearheaded by the
sons and daughters of internees, was able to pressure the US Congress to pass the Civil
Liberties Act of 1988, which offered an official apology, funded education programs about
the internment as a deterrent to future violations, and authorized $20,000 payments to
camp survivors. Close to half of those interned have died before and never heard the
apology nor received the token reparations.
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MOVEMENTS IN HISTORY – 1960-70’s
The National Welfare Rights Organization (NWRO)

“Demands a Minimum Standard!”

Should a society be judged by how much wealth one accumulates? Or should a
society be judged by how it treats those that have the least?

It is 1965. We have come to a meeting to discuss the problems facing welfare mothers.
Most of us are Black women and single mothers. We began by talking about how we felt 
about the welfare program. As it turns out, we all want the same thing; a decent and
healthy living for our families and ourselves. In reality, we are barely surviving on what
welfare offers. Our caseworkers monitor how we spend our money, invade our homes, insult
us, and make us feel like it is our fault we are poor, and thereby, “undeserving” of any kind
of help. Many also believe that welfare allows us to sit at home and live “the good life.”

A meeting was called, by an NWRO organizer, who explained that the state welfare program
was supposed to provide assistance to families who needed furniture (like stoves and
refrigerators), pots and pans, beds, sheets, blankets and clothing for our families. When the
NWRO sent individuals to request this assistance, caseworkers replied: “There is no way to
apply for this help, because there is no procedure nor application forms.” 

The NWRO decided to make its own form and have its members apply for assistance in
mass. They organized a citywide “minimum standard” day of action demanding furniture
and clothing. Many of us joined and worked on the campaign; we held weekly meetings
attended by large numbers of recipients, other anti-poverty organizers, and attorneys. We
planned simultaneous demonstrations to happen at dozens of district offices and at the
central welfare office.

On the day of action, we arrived at our local welfare office with over 100 people, demanded
to meet with the office director, presented our applications for assistance, and demanded a
response in two weeks. We spoke to the press about our needs and our demands. Two
weeks later, we all received our checks! The welfare office announced that it had officially
accepted our application form and would make these benefits available to all recipients.

The NWRO organizers developed “campaign kits” to be used and replicated across the
country. The main piece was an application, which included a checklist of the items of
clothing and household furnishings people were supposed to have according to welfare
regulations. Local NWRO chapters organized across the country by replicating our day of
action through similar campaigns. Welfare recipients were urged to enroll, fill out the
applications, and join together to present their demands to district welfare office directors
demanding a response. Countless demonstrations followed and were successful across the
country.

Through “a series of minimum standard” campaigns, the NWRO was able to increase
funding to welfare recipients. In New York City alone, welfare payments increased from $1.2
million in 1963 to $40 million in 1968. At its peak in 1969, the NWRO had an estimated
membership of 22,000 families nationwide, mostly Black, with chapters in nearly every
state and every major city.

www.glsen.org
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MOVEMENTS IN HISTORY – 1969-70’s
The Chicano Moratorium:

The Position Against the War

Community activists, Brown Berets, and Mecha members all came together to organize their
community to take a stand against the war. Rafael Guzman, a UCLA professor, provided
the data and proved the racial injustice of the Vietnam War in his report on the
disproportionately high number of Latino dead and wounded in battle. Chicanos bore some
of the heaviest burden; they were 25% of the dead but only 6% of the U.S. population.
They were nearly one of every four soldiers killed in Vietnam.

Two demonstrations against the war have been organized in L.A. The Brown Berets 
organized the first demonstration on December 19, 1969 where 2000 young people
attended. The second rally was called on the 28th of February and over 5000 young
students and people from the community attended. Out of the success of these two
demonstrations, the Chicano Moratorium Committee was created.

The organizing was set in motion for what was hoped to be the biggest demonstration on
August 29, 1970. The call for action was put out to Latino movement organizations across
the Southwest. Munoz recalled, “There was talk of revolution and many of us had become
radicalized in our local struggles. From the UFW to La Raza Unida, we were making waves.
Some of us thought that the movement could come together around one big issue that has
an impact on all of us.” The slogan was chosen: “Raza Si. Guerra No.”

The organizing took 5 months and finally August 29th arrived. For organizers who had
worked hard to convince regular community folks that this was something they could be a
part of, the march exceeded all expectations. According to committee organizer Herman
Baca, it was a moment to be proud of; “We arrived in Los Angeles on Saturday morning
around 7:00am. The first thing I witnessed was something that I had never seen before.
Thousands upon thousands of Chicanos from all over the U.S…; some from New Mexico,
Texas, Colorado, Arizona and the Midwest, who had all gathered for a political event… even
some from Mexico and Puerto Rico marched on that day.

At 10:00am they marched 5 miles down Whittier Blvd toward Laguna Park. The crowd was
excited. There were banners from all the groups, ranging from UFW flags, banners of the
virgin de Guadalupe and hundreds of crosses with the name of their love ones who have
died in Vietnam. It was announced at the rally that 40,000 people were in attendance.

Near the end of the rally the Los Angeles Police responded to a disturbance at a nearby
liquor store. Soon enough, columns of riot police had arrived and declared the rally an
“illegal assembly.” Tear gas filled the air and people fled to the safety of nearby homes.
Many were trapped inside the park and were severely beaten. In all, 200 people were
arrested, and over sixty were injured, many seriously. Most tragically, three Chicanos died
on that day, including the sympathetic journalist Ruben Salazar. Ironically, Salazar (whom
the park was renamed for) had been working on two books: one on police brutality, the
other on the growing strength of the Chicano movement.

The march was the largest protest organized among people of color against the war. It
was also the largest protest gathering of Chicanos until that time, and probably the largest
antiwar protest composed of working-class people. It remains a bittersweet legacy to the
era.
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MOVEMENTS IN HISTORY – 1990s
Asian Immigrant Women’s Advocates (AIWA)

“The Jessica McClintock Boycott” 

o What do you think about when you are shopping for your dress to the prom
or to another formal event?

o Do you ever think about how or where those dresses get made?

We are a group of Asian women, primarily Chinese, who live and work in the San Francisco
area in California. Most of us have immigrated the US or come from immigrant families.
We are seamstresses in shops that make very beautiful and expensive designer dresses, but
our working conditions and wages are horrible; most of us earn less than two dollars an
hour because we are paid by the piece. Most of us suffer back pains, poor vision and
breathing problems and the bosses forbid us to talk or go to the bathroom.

In 1993, our employer filed for bankruptcy without paying us the wages he owed us.
Twenty-three of us got together to talk about the problems and decided to approach a local
organization, Asian Immigrant Women’s Advocates (AIWA), seeking assistance. AIWA found 
that our employer, a Chinese subcontractor named Mr. Lee, was making dresses for the
fashion-clothing designer Jessica McClintock, who was contracting work to over 150 small
shops in the San Francisco & Oakland area. Our employer had shut down because the
Jessica McClintock Company shifted its work to shops in Mexico, Guatemala and Hong
Kong.

We believed that she, Jessica McClintock, is responsible for the conditions of employment of
the workers that are employed by subcontractors she uses to manufacture her dresses! Her
quality control staff monitors the entire production process; she provides all the material,
which is being sewed. With AIWA, we led a national boycott of all Jessica McClintock
products and held regular demonstrations and picket lines in front of her boutique stores,
some of which had over 300 people! We organized hundreds of other garment workers into
our organization. Young women across the country joined the fight, and soon there were
active boycott committees in Los Angeles, Chicago, Minneapolis, Portland, Seattle,
Washington DC, Boston, New York, San Jose, and San Francisco.

In 1995, Jessica McClintock agreed to have an independent oversight program, which
monitors the workplace working conditions of all subcontractors producing her garments.
The company also agreed to provide two toll-free confidential hotlines, so workers could
report any workplace violations. Plus, she made a donation to reimburse lost wages of all
workers employed by Mr. Lee.

This was a victory for all garment workers. AIWA’s new corporate responsibility agreement
made it easier for others to be held accountable. In 1996, designers Fritzi California, Byer 
California, and Espirit de Corps signed agreements with AIWA. Today, the corporate
responsibility agreement protects more than 60% of the garment workers in the Bay Area,
California.
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Movements in History 
Debrief Questions 

Debrief
After all groups have performed their skits, either in small-groups or as a large
group, brainstorm some of the following discussion questions to debrief what each 
experienced and witnessed.

Questions

1) What happened? (Political Analysis)
a. How did things get to be the way they are? 
b. Who and what is responsible for racism?

Who are our allies?

2) What Do We Want? (Shared Vision)
a. What kind of world do we want to leave to future generations?
b. What is the goal of racial justice work?
c. How is racial justice connected with gender, sexuality and class

justice?

3) How Are We Going To Get It? (Grassroots Action)
a. How do we build powerful multiracial organizations? 
b. How do we battle our control of ideas and resources?
c. How do we build cross-cutting alliances?






